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Purpose: To propose and test a modified wideband late gadolinium 
enhancement (LGE) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging 
technique to overcome hyperintensity image artifacts 
caused by implanted cardiac devices.

Materials and 
Methods:

Written informed consent was obtained from all partic-
ipants, and the HIPAA-compliant study protocol was ap-
proved by the institutional review board. Studies in phan-
toms and in a healthy volunteer were performed to test 
the hypothesis that the hyperintensity artifacts that are 
typically observed on LGE images in patients with im-
planted cardiac devices are caused by insufficient inver-
sion of the affected myocardial signal. The conventional 
LGE MR imaging pulse sequence was modified by replac-
ing the nonselective inversion pulse with a wideband in-
version pulse. The modified LGE sequence, along with the 
conventional LGE sequence, was evaluated in 12 patients 
with implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) who 
were referred for cardiac MR imaging.

Results: The ICD causes 2–6 kHz in frequency shift at locations 
5–10 cm away from the device. This off-resonance falls 
outside the typical spectral bandwidth of the nonselective 
inversion pulse used in conventional LGE, which results 
in the hyperintensity artifact. In 10 of the 12 patients, 
the conventional LGE technique produced severe, unin-
terpretable hyperintensity artifacts in the anterior and 
lateral portions of the left ventricular wall. These artifacts 
were eliminated with use of the wideband LGE sequence, 
thereby enabling confident evaluation of myocardial 
viability.

Conclusion: The modified wideband LGE MR imaging technique elim-
inates the hyperintensity artifacts seen in patients with 
cardiac devices. The technique may enable LGE MR im-
aging in patients with cardiac devices, in whom LGE MR 
imaging otherwise could not be used for diagnosis.
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Pulse Sequence Design
The conventional LGE study consists 
of an inversion prepared two- or three-
dimensional segmented gradient-echo 
sequence (1,13). The subject receives 
gadolinium contrast material injection 
about 15 minutes before LGE. An inver-
sion time of 250–300 msec is then used 
to nullify the signal from the healthy 
myocardium, which has a gadolinium-
enhanced T1 of 381 msec 6 58 (14). 
The radiofrequency inversion pulse in 
the conventional LGE sequence on our 
1.5-T imaging units (Avanto; Siemens 
Medical Systems, Malvern, Pa) is a hy-
perbolic secant adiabatic inversion pulse. 
Although the inversion pulse is spatially 
nonselective, it has a spectral bandwidth 
of 1.1 kHz. For a cardiac device genera-
tor that is typically 5–10 cm away from 
the patient’s heart, the expected reso-
nance offset of the myocardium is in the 
2–6 kHz range (Fig E3 [online]), well 
outside the bandwidth of the inversion 
pulse currently used. Consequently, the 
signal from the affected myocardium is 
not properly inverted (nulled) and is 
typically hyperintense, undermining ap-
propriate diagnostic interpretation.

To address this issue, we sought 
to design and implement a wideband 

devices who are not device dependent 
and who have no abandoned leads if cer-
tain precautions are taken, including pre- 
and post-MR imaging interrogation of 
the device. While these recent advances 
in MR imaging safety are encouraging, 
the diagnostic value of LGE images for 
these patients, however, is often severely 
limited by marked imaging artifacts that 
arise from the device generator (2,12), 
a metal box that is predominantly im-
planted on the upper left side of the pa-
tient’s chest. The device generator results 
in multikilohertz off-resonance within 
myocardial tissue and typically causes 
hyperintensity artifacts on LGE images—
artifacts that can appear similar to the 
hyperenhancement of scar tissue (Fig E1 
[online]). Results of a recent study (12) 
have shown that these artifacts typically 
occur at regions of the heart that are 
close to the device generator, such as the 
left ventricular (LV) apex, lateral wall, 
and outflow tract. Artifacts due to the 
device also appear on cine and perfusion 
cardiac MR images, but these are not as 
severe as those on LGE images (2, 12).

We hypothesize that the hyperinten-
sity LGE imaging artifacts are caused 
by the limited spectral bandwidth of 
the radiofrequency inversion pulse that 
is typically used in LGE MR imaging. 
The purpose of our study was to pro-
pose and test a modified wideband LGE 
MR imaging technique to overcome hy-
perintensity image artifacts caused by 
implanted cardiac devices.

Materials and Methods

Written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants, and the Health In-
surance Portability and Accountability 
Act–compliant protocol was approved 
by the institutional review board of the 
University of California–Los Angeles.

Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) 
cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) 
imaging plays an important role in 

the diagnosis and treatment of myocar-
dial diseases. It is the clinical reference 
standard for noninvasive myocardial 
tissue characterization (1). Assessment 
of the presence or absence, location, 
size, and pattern of myocardial scars 
with LGE MR imaging is often the only 
noninvasive means of accurately diag-
nosing various forms of ischemic and 
nonischemic cardiomyopathy. LGE MR 
imaging also increasingly plays a role 
in guiding catheter ablation, a widely 
used treatment procedure for ventricu-
lar tachycardia. For this procedure, the 
assessment of myocardial scar location, 
size, and transmurality enabled by LGE 
MR imaging allows more accurate iden-
tification of arrhythmogenic substrate 
and ablation sites (2,3).

Despite the important role of LGE 
MR imaging, many patients do not un-
dergo cardiac MR imaging because of 
safety and image artifact concerns asso-
ciated with prior implantation of cardiac 
devices. It has been estimated that up to 
75% of patients who could benefit from 
LGE MR imaging are recipients of car-
diac devices, such as implantable cardio-
verter defibrillators (ICDs) and cardiac 
pacemakers (4). In the United States, 
approximately 116 000 ICDs and 397 000 
cardiac pacemakers were implanted in 
2009 (5). The presence of cardiac de-
vices is traditionally considered a contra-
indication for cardiac MR imaging (6,7). 
Potential risks of MR imaging for patients 
with ICDs or pacemakers include heating 
of the tissue adjacent to lead electrodes, 
mechanical forces and vibration, induc-
tion of arrhythmias, and alteration of de-
vice function (6–8). Results of numerous 
studies (6,8–11) have demonstrated that 
it is safe to image patients with cardiac 

Implication for Patient Care

 n The modified wideband LGE 
technique may enable the wide-
spread use of LGE MR imaging 
in patients with implanted car-
diac devices, in whom LGE MR 
imaging otherwise could not be 
used for diagnosis.

Advance in Knowledge

 n Late gadolinium enhancement 
(LGE) MR imaging performed 
with a wide-bandwidth radiofre-
quency inversion pulse can elimi-
nate hyperintensity artifacts 
induced by implanted cardiac 
devices.
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per kilogram of tissue to ensure imaging 
safety. All clinical images were reviewed 
by a board-certified radiologist (J.P.F.) 
with more than 20 years of experience in 
cardiac MR imaging.

Results

Computer simulation and phantom 
test results are described in Appendix 
E1 (online). Phantom studies demon-
strated that the wideband inversion 
pulse can successfully invert a wider 
range of off-resonance spins than the 
conventional inversion pulse.

Figure 1 shows images in the healthy 
volunteer. Hyperintensity artifacts were 
formed at the apical region of the LV in 
the presence of the ICD with the con-
ventional LGE sequence (Fig 1b), and 
the artifacts were completely removed 
on the wideband LGE images (Fig 1c). 
The wideband LGE sequence did not in-
troduce additional image artifacts when 
compared with the conventional LGE 
sequence in the absence of an ICD, as 
shown in Figure 1a.

All patients were at sinus rhythm dur-
ing MR imaging, except for three patients 
who had sporadic premature ventricular 
contractions. When arrhythmia occurred 
during image acquisition, the image was 
reacquired. Of the 12 patients in this 
study, 10 showed various degrees of hy-
perintensity artifact with the conventional 
LGE sequence, while two did not show 
any artifact because the ICD was at a 
greater distance away from the heart. One 
of these two patients had an ICD that had 
been implanted on the right side. All the 
artifacts were completely resolved with 
the modified wideband LGE sequence. 
The optimal frequency offset of the wide-
band inversion pulse was successfully de-
termined in all of the 10 patients.

In patient 1, with the conventional 
LGE sequence, hyperintensity artifacts 
were formed in the anterior LV wall, 
which was in close proximity to the ICD 
(Fig 2). The artifact could be confused 
with scar tissue, making an accurate 
diagnosis difficult. With the wideband 
LGE sequence, the hyperintensity arti-
facts were completely removed. Scar-
ring and ventricular wall thinning were 
identified near the apex.

this study. All patients had been referred 
for a cardiac MR imaging examination for 
the purpose of evaluation of LV scarring 
before ventricular tachycardia ablation. 
The ICDs implanted in the patients in-
cluded the following models: Protecta VR 
(Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minn), Lumax 
540 DR-T (Biotronik, Berlin, Germany), 
Fortify DR (St Jude Medical, St Paul, 
Minn), and TELIGEN E110 DR and IN-
CEPTA E163 (Boston Scientific, Natick, 
Mass). 

The cardiac MR imaging examination 
included acquisitions in the heart per-
formed by using the conventional LGE 
sequence. Images in which hyperintensity 
artifacts appeared were immediately re-
acquired by using the modified wideband 
LGE sequence. Because the wideband 
LGE sequence immediately followed the 
conventional LGE sequence, the same in-
version time was used for both sequences 
for a given imaging section. The inversion 
time was increased about 10 msec for ev-
ery 1–2 minutes to maintain adequate 
suppression of the myocardial signal. A 
Look-Locker inversion scout sequence 
(15,16) was used as needed to ensure ac-
curate inversion time. To determine the 
optimal frequency offset of the inversion 
pulse, the wideband LGE acquisition of 
the first two-dimensional section was per-
formed three times, with zero, positive, 
and negative frequency offsets. Positive 
and negative offsets were in the range of 
800–1500 Hz. The frequency offset that 
resulted in an artifact-free image was 
chosen and used for any subsequent sec-
tions. Therefore, a total of three breath-
hold wideband LGE acquisitions were re-
quired to determine the frequency offset 
in each patient. 

All patients were monitored with 
electrocardiographic telemetry and pe-
ripheral pulse oximetry. The ICDs were 
interrogated and reprogrammed as ap-
propriate before and after MR imaging 
according to the guidelines of the Euro-
pean Society of Cardiology (8) and the 
literature (6,10,11). An electrophysiolo-
gist, a radiologist, an advanced cardiac 
life support–certified attendant, and a 
cardiac device programmer were pre-
sent during the examinations. The spe-
cific absorption rate (SAR) of the LGE 
sequences was limited to less than 2 W 

adiabatic inversion pulse to ensure 
proper inversion of the signal from the 
myocardium affected by the device gen-
erator. This inversion pulse was imple-
mented into the existing two-dimension-
al inversion-recovery LGE sequence, 
replacing the conventional inversion 
pulse. The design and testing of the 
wideband inversion pulse with computer 
simulations and phantom studies are de-
scribed in Appendix E1 (online).

In Vivo Study
To demonstrate the benefits of the mod-
ified wideband LGE pulse sequence, a 
healthy volunteer was included in the 
study. The volunteer received an in-
travenous injection of 0.15 mmol of 
gadolinium contrast material (Magn-
evist; Bayer-Schering Pharma, Berlin, 
Germany) per kilogram of body weight 
approximately 15 minutes before LGE 
MR imaging. A Look-Locker inversion 
time scout sequence (15,16) was used 
to identify the appropriate inversion 
time for suppression of left myocar-
dial signal. Although we did not expect 
myocardial scars in the volunteer, our 
purpose was to determine whether we 
were able to mitigate the hyperintensity 
artifact that would occur with the con-
ventional LGE sequence. In the healthy 
volunteer, therefore, uniform suppres-
sion of the myocardial signal would 
indicate successful LGE imaging. Both 
the conventional and the modified LGE 
sequence were used to acquire images 
of the heart in the horizontal long-axis 
(HLA) plane. Images were acquired 
with the ICD attached to the body coil, 
close to the infraclavicular prepectoral 
area of the left shoulder (which is the 
most common site of ICD implantation 
in patients). The images were immedi-
ately reacquired after removal of the 
ICD. Sequence parameters were as fol-
lows: repetition time msec/echo time 
msec, 4.1/1.5; field of view, 360 mm; 
flip angle, 25°; readout bandwidth, 500 
Hz/pixel; section thickness, 8 mm; spa-
tial resolution, 1.4 3 1.9 mm; and in-
version time, 250–400 msec.

Subsequent to our healthy volunteer 
study, 12 patients with previously im-
planted ICDs whose heart rhythm was 
not device dependent were included in 
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No artifacts were seen in the myocar-
dium that could be directly caused by 
leads.

Discussion

The results of our study indicate that 
diagnostic-quality LGE MR imaging in 

the wideband LGE image (Fig 4b). Pa-
tient 4 had an apical aneurysm, which 
was obscured on the conventional LGE 
image (Fig 5a) but was much clearer on 
the wideband LGE image (Fig 5b).

ICD leads were noted in the right 
ventricle, adjacent to the septum, on 
LGE images in a few patients (Fig 5). 

In patient 2, hyperintensity arti-
facts were formed over a large portion 
of the ventricle near the apex when 
the conventional LGE sequence was 
used (Fig 3a). With the wideband LGE 
sequence, the artifacts were elimi-
nated and the myocardium near the 
apex was clearly visible. On the basis 
of the wideband LGE images, scarring 
was identified near the apex, which 
was obscured on conventional LGE 
images. In the volunteer and in pa-
tients 1 and 2, parallel imaging (with 
a generalized autocalibrating partially 
parallel acquisitions, or GRAPPA, rate 
of two) was used for the wideband 
LGE but not the conventional LGE im-
ages, resulting in an apparent increase 
in noise on the wideband images in 
Figures 1–3. The imaging parameters 
were subsequently matched between 
the two LGE sequences in the later 
stage of our study, and, hence, exam-
ples in Figures 4 and 5 do not show 
increased noise with the wideband 
LGE sequence.

Hyperintensity artifacts were pro-
duced throughout the LV in patient 3 (Fig 
4a) and in the apical regions of the LV in 
patient 4 (Fig 5a) with the conventional 
LGE sequence. The artifacts were com-
pletely resolved when the wideband LGE 
sequence was used (Figs 4b, 5b). Patient 
3 had scarring at the septum, which was 
completely obscured on the conventional 
LGE image (Fig 4a) but was visible on 

Figure 1

Figure 1: HLA LGE MR images in a healthy volunteer, acquired 15 minutes after gadolinium chelate injection. Dotted red ellipse = approximate location of ICD. 
(a) Image obtained by using the conventional LGE sequence, without the ICD present. (b) Image obtained by using the conventional LGE sequence, with the ICD 
attached near the shoulder. Hyperintensity artifacts were formed at the apex (arrow). (c) Image obtained by using the proposed wideband LGE sequence, with the 
ICD attached near the shoulder. Hyperintensity artifact was no longer present.

Figure 2

Figure 2: LGE images in the two-chamber vertical long-axis plane in patient 1. Dotted red ellipse = ap-
proximate location of ICD. (a) Image obtained by using the conventional LGE sequence. Hyperintensity artifact 
was produced in the ventricular wall (yellow arrow). (b) Image obtained by using the modified wideband LGE 
sequence. Hyperintensity artifact has been completely resolved (yellow arrow). In this patient, scarring and 
ventricular wall thinning was present near the posterior LV wall (red arrows), which is remote from the ICD.
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The main advantage of using a wide-
band inversion pulse is that it allows us 
to eliminate the hyperintensity artifacts 
that appear on LGE images in patients 
with ICDs without requiring additional 
hardware, time, or reconstruction. One 
disadvantage of the proposed sequence 
is that a wider bandwidth adiabatic ra-
diofrequency pulse requires a higher B1 
amplitude. This results in an increased 
SAR. In our in vivo studies, SAR for 
the conventional LGE sequence varied 
from 0.05 to 0.08 W/kg, while SAR for 
the proposed wideband LGE sequence 
varied from 0.07 to 0.1 W/kg. The in-
crease in SAR from the conventional 
sequence to the proposed sequence 
varied from 19% to 56%. Although we 
did not approach the SAR limit of 2 W/
kg in this study, the B1 requirement has 
to be accounted for when designing 
radiofrequency pulses of higher band-
width, to ensure that the imaging unit’s 
B1 limit is not exceeded.

The wideband LGE sequence does 
not correct any geometric distortions 
caused by the off-resonance. An off-res-
onance in the kilohertz range could po-
tentially translate to prominent image 
distortion in both the frequency encod-
ing direction (in plane) and the section-
select direction (through plane). Im-
age distortions due to the presence of 
metallic implants have been addressed 
by numerous techniques (17–21). The 
most widely used are multiacquisition 
variable-resonance image combination, 
or MAVRIC (22), and slice encoding for 
metal artifact correction, or SEMAC 
(23). These methods can potentially be 
applied to our wideband LGE imaging 
technique to reduce image distortions. 
A disadvantage of these sequences is 
that multiple acquisitions are required, 
which, together with cardiac gating, 
could make the imaging duration unfea-
sible for cardiac imaging.

We have modified the LGE MR 
imaging technique for patients with 
implanted cardiac devices by using a 
wideband inversion pulse. The wide-
band LGE technique removes the hy-
perintensity artifacts that are typically 
seen with conventional LGE MR imag-
ing. Our feasibility study suggests that 
the technique may enable the successful 

at distances of 5–10 cm, which is often 
the typical distance of an ICD from the 
myocardium in patients (Appendix E1 
[online]). Our results show that the off-
resonance induced by an ICD decreases 
with distance and that the standard LGE 
sequence produces hyperintensity ar-
tifacts if an ICD is implanted less than 
about 16 cm from the heart.

patients with ICDs is feasible using our 
wideband technique. Data collected in 
10 patients with ICDs demonstrate that 
the commonly seen hyperintensity arti-
facts can be removed by using the wide-
band LGE technique. We also measured 
the off-resonance induced by the gener-
ator of an ICD and have shown that this 
off-resonance is in the 2–6 kHz range 

Figure 3

Figure 3: LGE images in the four-chamber HLA plane in patient 2. (a) Image obtained by using the conven-
tional LGE sequence. Severe hyperintensity artifact was produced over a large portion of the ventricular wall 
(yellow arrow). (b) Image obtained by using the modified wideband LGE sequence. The hyperintensity artifact 
was completely eliminated (yellow arrow). Scar tissue near the apex is clearly visible in the wideband image 
(red arrow in b) but is completely obscured by the artifact in the conventional LGE image (red arrow in a).

Figure 4

Figure 4: LGE images in the four-chamber HLA plane in patient 3. (a) Image obtained by using the con-
ventional LGE sequence. Severe hyperintensity artifact was formed throughout the LV wall (yellow arrow). (b) 
Image obtained by using the wideband LGE sequence. The hyperintensity artifact was completely eliminated 
(yellow arrow). Scar tissue at the septum (red arrow in b) is clear in the wideband image but is completely 
obscured by the hyperintensity artifact in the conventional LGE image (red arrow in a).
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use of LGE MR imaging in patients with 
cardiac devices who would otherwise be 
inaccessible to diagnosis. Further clini-
cal studies are warranted to validate the 
reliability of the wideband technique in 
routine clinical practice and to deter-
mine whether most or all patients with 
ICDs who require cardiac MR imaging 
may now be imaged successfully.
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Figure 5

Figure 5: LGE images in the four-chamber HLA plane in patient 4. (a) Image obtained by using the conven-
tional LGE sequence. Severe hyperintensity artifact was formed in the ventricular wall around the apex (yellow 
arrow). (b) Image obtained by using the wideband LGE sequence. The hyperintensity artifact was completely 
eliminated. This patient has an apical aneurysm, which is obscured in the conventional LGE image (red arrow in 
a) but is much clearer in the wideband LGE image (red arrow in b). A device lead is visible in the right ventricle 
(white dotted arrows), but it did not produce any noticeable artifact in the wideband image.


